Mystery of Authorship of Chinese Lyric Solved

Poems of Pai Ta-shun, Widely Discussed for Past Two Years, Written by Frederick Peterson, New York Physician
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o is Pai Ta-shun? For at least two years his name has been a symbol of Chinese literature, and his poems, written in Chinese characters and translated into English by a variety of scholars, have been published in the leading newspapers and periodicals of the West. But the identity of Pai Ta-shun has never been established.

The problem of Pai Ta-shun's identity has been the subject of much speculation and conjecture. Some scholars have suggested that he was a member of the imperial court, while others have proposed that he was a member of the educated class in China. Still others have claimed that he was a commoner, and that his poems were written as a form of protest against the government's policies.

But the most remarkable aspect of Pai Ta-shun's life is the mystery surrounding his identity. It is said that he was born in the year 1890, and that he died in 1912. But there is no record of his birth or death, and his life has been shrouded in mystery.

The poems of Pai Ta-shun are widely considered to be some of the most beautiful and moving poems in Chinese literature. They are characterized by their simplicity and directness, and by their ability to convey deep emotions in a few simple words.

The poems of Pai Ta-shun are often compared to the works of the ancient Chinese poet Qu Yuan, who lived in the fourth century B.C. and is considered to be one of the greatest poets in Chinese history. Qu Yuan is known for his passionate love for his homeland, and his poems often express a sense of loyalty and devotion to the land.

The poems of Pai Ta-shun have been translated into a variety of languages, and have been widely read and admired around the world. But the mystery of his identity has continued to fascinate scholars and readers alike, and the search for the true author of these beautiful poems continues to this day.